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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

My Little Pony: Pony Life 
Series Airs Saturdays at 11:30a/10:30c 
TV-Y 
Good things come in small packages! The Mane 6 – Twilight Sparkle, Applejack, Rainbow Dash, Rarity, 
Fluttershy, and Pinkie Pie – are back with an all-new series featuring brand-new adorable character designs 
inspired by Japanese Chibi-style animation in MY LITTLE PONY: PONY LIFE. The new series explores the funny 
side of friendship set in Sugarcube Corner – the center of the world and home away from home for the ponies. 
Here, Pinkie Pie serves up frosted cupcakes to the best customers in the world – her friends! Together, the 
Mane 6 run into all sorts of cupcake conundrums, delicious disasters, and magical mishaps. And thanks to a 
mysterious source of magical potions, everyday adventures are about to get really ridiculous! 

• The Fast and the Furriest/Disappearing Act & The Master of Instructions/Discord’s Peak 
premieres Saturday, December 5 at 11:30a/10:30c 
Feeling competitive, the ponies build derby cars and enter their pets in a thrilling race. Rarity 
performs a fabulous new magic act, but her disappearing spell works a little too well. Feeling 
competitive, the ponies build derby cars and enter their pets in a thrilling race. Rarity performs a 
fabulous new magic act, but her disappearing spell works a little too well. 

• A Camping We Will Go/Campfire Stories & Friendship Gems/Dol-FIN-ale premieres Saturday, 
December 12 at 11:30a/10:30c 
When the Mane 6 go on a Trail Trotters camping trip, Rarity has trouble leaving behind the 
comforts of modern life. Separated from their technology, the ponies entertain themselves by 
telling some good old-fashioned campfire stories. The ponies get crafty and teach Trixie the true 
meaning of friendship. The ponies go to extreme lengths to introduce Fluttershy to her celebrity 
hero Finn Tastic. 

• Potion Mystery/Sick Day & Meet Potion Nova!/Pony Surfin Safari premieres Saturday, December 
19 at 11:30a/10:30c 
A stranger has been refilling the potion fridge in Sugarcube Corner and Twilight Sparkle won't rest 
until she finds out their true identity. Then, when Pinkie Pie takes a sick day, her friends learn that 
running Sugarcube Corner is difficult! Twilight Sparkle and her friends meet a mysterious new pony 
who takes them on a (sort of) magical quest Applejack loses her patience when her friends won't 
spend time together during their beach house vacation. 

 

Ponysitters Club 
Series Airs Saturdays at 2/1c 
TV-G 
12-year-old Skye loves everything about living at Rescue Ranch, especially hanging out at the horse stable that 
houses rescue horses and ponies. She thinks she is ready to help with more care for the animals. Her Mother, 
Billy who runs the ranch, is reluctant to give her more responsibilities as Skye struggles with her reading and 
homework. Her friends Olivia, Trish and Ethan come up with a plan to share the horse care and support Skye. 
The Ponysitters Club is formed. Together they practice compassion and nurturing for these animals that have 
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had an unfortunate past. We follow Skye and her friends through their modern kid lives and how they 
intersect with life on the ranch. All for horses and horses for all! 

• Pet Adoption Day premieres Saturday, December 5 at 2/1c 
Working with Dr. Singh at their annual Rescue Ranch Pet Vaccination Clinic, Skye and Billy care for a 
human owner as well. 

• A Ponysitters Holiday premieres Saturday, December 12 at 2/1c 
The Ponysitters deal with the ups and downs of running a holiday fundraising event to collect food 
for Dr Singh's Pet Food Bank. 

• Spooky Story premieres Saturday, December 19 at 2/1c 
Skye and Olivia join Billy to camp overnight in a pumpkin patch, hoping to see the Autumn Ghost. 

• Costume Party premieres Saturday, December 26 at 2/1c 
Everyone is getting ready for the Halloween Costume Party and contest at the local theatre. Trish 
and Isabella both want to wear a "Super Speedy Girl" costume. 

 

Super Monsters (Season 2) 
Series Airs Saturdays at 8a/7c 
TV-Y 
Welcome to Pitchfork Pines Preschool where the children of the world’s famous (and not so famous) monsters 
come to learn to be the best people, and the best monsters, they can be. Drac, Cleo, Lobo, Katya, Zoe and 
Frankie are preschoolers with dual identities – they’re humans in the day and monsters after dark. When the 
sun sets, these little preschoolers shimmer with magic and giggle in delight as they transform into SUPER 
MONSTERS! 

• No Moon, No Matter/Misadventures in Monster Sitting premieres Saturday, December 5 at 8a/7c 
Esmie and Igor agree to babysit an adorable baby yeti named Sami; the Preschool Teachers are so 
good with preschool monsters, they're sure that watching a toddler monster won't be too 
different. As soon as Sami's mom leaves, the misadventure begins. 

• Season Finale: Grrbus the School Bus/The Night Nibbler premieres Saturday, December 12 at 
8a/7c 
When Glorb and Henri's latest escapades leave Grrbus, the monster school bus, covered in mud, 
the Super Monsters combine their powers to give the bus a super-soapy-scrubbing which unsticks 
the bus's magical wings. Everyone is surprised to learn that Grrbus can fly! 

 

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Cake Boss (Season 10B) 
Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c 
TV-PG 
Follow world-famous baker Buddy Valastro and his family as they continue to expand Carlo's Bakery, their 
successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team, including his four sisters, two brothers-in-law and 
cousins, return for the continuation of the tenth season of CAKE BOSS to tackle exciting new projects including 
a ninja cake (complete with spinning nunchucks and throwing stars), a giant taco cake and even a Sherlock 
Holmes cake for a group of mystery enthusiasts. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's wife, Lisa; his 
children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake artists in the 
United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father's dream of making Carlo's Bake Shop a 
household name. 

• Nunchucks and Kniffing Circle premieres Saturday, December 5 at 9/8c 
Paul has been ordering his birthday cakes from Carlo's bakery his entire life all 6 years of it. This 
year, the young cake connoisseur sets the bar extra high with a request for a ninja cake, complete 
with spinning nunchucks and throwing stars. 

• Season Finale: Nutcracker, Gingerbread & Carlos Christmas Carols premieres Saturday, December 
12 at 9/8c 
The Holidays are here, and the bakery is buzzing with Christmas cheer. Buddy's sisters, Grace & 
Lisa, visit a ballet company performing the holiday classic The Nutcracker. The ballet company 
needs a cake for their closing night celebration. 
 

SPECIALS/STUNTS 
 

Santa Pac’s Merry Berry Day  
Network Premiere Saturday, December 5 at 10a/9c 



 

TV-Y7 
As Pacworlders excitedly decorate for Berry Day, Pac is saddened about missing his parents as he receives a 
picture ornament of them from his Aunt Spheria. The teens reminisce of their childhood Berry Day as they 
enjoy Christmas eggnog. Since Berry Day is one of the happiest days of the year, Betrayus launches a plan to 
get rid of the day by capturing Santa Pac and his Round Deer and to possess the gifts and Berry Day 
decorations. All Pac wants for Berry Day is to see his parents Sunny and Zac and is overjoyed when they arrive. 
But, his parents tell him they want to see the tree of life in the secret location which is forbidden. Are these 
Pac's real parents or are they a trick from Betrayus and Dr. Slimestein? Let’s hope Berry Day can be merry 
after all. 
 

True and the Rainbow Kingdom: Winter Wishes  
Network Premiere Sunday, December 6 at 1/12c 
TV-Y 
While preparing for the annual Winter Wishfest, True and Bartleby meet the Rainbow King's sister, the Ice 
Queen, and her ice crystal, Icey. But when Icey escapes from the Ice Kingdom into the Rainbow Kingdom, he 
accidentally spreads Forever Frost causing everyone and everything to become permanently frozen.  Using 
Reacho the stretching Wish and See-Thru the super-seeing Wish, True and her Wishes journey across the Ice 
Kingdom in search of the magical Blue Wish of Possibility in the hopes that it can help set things right and 
allow everyone to have their Winter Wishes come true. 
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